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Hypes will go away, but something will stay

• Dotcom bubbles → Internet infrastructure

• Web 2.0 → gig economy

• Smart phones → pervasive connection

• AI and data science → ?

To leave something tenacious, I found some tips might be useful.



Tip 1: Thou shall know the game you are playing



Game 1: Task-oriented competitions



Game 1: Task-oriented competitions

Successful teams often

• Combine multiple techniques (learning methods).

• Craft the methods toward the well-defined tasks.

• Know the rival teams well.



Game 2: Method invention and analysis

Cited by 13558.



Game 2: Method invention and analysis

Cited by 22275.



Game 2: Method invention and analysis

Cited by 27860.



Game 2: Method invention and analysis

Successful researchers often

• Solve key problems important in the areas.

• Substantially outperform existing methods.

• Undergo rigorous theoretical analysis.



Game 3: Prototype system building



Game 3: Prototype system building

Successful teams often

• Invest considerable efforts for a long time without obvious returns.

• Consist of multi-disciplinary members.

• Take many possible factors into account.



Tip 2: Thou shall not feed garbage to your powerful black

box



How reliable are the data you feed into the black box?

Reproducibility crisis

Nature 2016.



How reliable are the data you feed into the black box?

A manifesto for reproducible science

Nature Human Behaviour 2017.



How reliable are the data you feed into the black box?

Reproducibility in psychology research

Nature News 2015.



How reliable are the data you feed into the black box?

Forensic bioinformatics

Baggerly and Coombes, The Annals of Applied Statistics, 2009.



How reliable are the data you feed into the black box?

My own experience: About 1/5 of the acquaintance network data are mis-annotated.



How shall we handle the error-prone data?

• Always do quality check.

• Always do sanity check.

• Draw your conclusion from multiple studies.

• Validate your findings on external datasets.



Tip 3: Thou shall understand the level of the problem



David Marr’s three levels

Vision, by David Marr, W.H. Freeman and Company, New York, 1982.



David Marr’s three levels

An information processing problem can be decomposed into problems at three
levels:

1. Computational.

2. Representational and algorithmic.

3. Implementational.



David Marr’s three levels

Example 1: A cash register.

1. Computational: Arithmetic theory.

2. Representational and algorithmic: Decimal system, binary system, additions
and subtractions you learned from the grade school, etc.

3. Implementational: Pencil and paper (brain), abacus, digital computer, etc.



David Marr’s three levels

Example 2: Edge detection in vision.

1. Computational: Detecting edges in an image.

2. Representational and algorithmic: Laplacian operator.

3. Implementational: A neural network.



Understand the level of the problem you are facing

• Which level is the major bottleneck to the progress?

• Which level is tractable or intractable with the current technology?

• Which level will you put the effort on?



Tip 4: Thou shall not mis-recognize random patterns as true

signals



Einstein’s picture is found in random images

An Einstein’s photo can be found from random images.

Henderson, PNAS, 2013.

cf Prof. I-Ping Tu’s talk.



Glowworms and constellations

Why do the glowworm light spots from Waitomo, New Zealand not form constel-
lations?

Glow, Big Glowworm, by Stephen Jay Gould, Natural History, 1986.



Ramsey’s theorem

(Two-colored case) Any graph of R(k, l) nodes contains at least k mutually adjacent
nodes and l mutually disconnected nodes.

In a large enough party, you will sure to find k persons who know each other and
l persons who don’t know each other.



How to avoid recognizing random patterns?

That’s the job of statisticians. There are many variations of this task, such as

• Hypothesis testing.

• Model selection.

• Generalization error.

• Non-parametric tests.

• Cross validation.



Tip 5: Thou shall select the right tools for the problem



A big pool of machine learning toolkits

• Multilayer neural networks.

• Support vector machines.

• Probabilistic graphical models.

• Dimensional reduction and decomposition.

• Manifold learning.

Which tool to pick?



Different tools have different properties

• Multilayer neural networks – large sample size.

– Convolutional neural networks – image data containing similar compo-
nents.

– Recurrent neural networks – sequential data such as speech and texts.

– Generative adversarial networks – unsupervised learning such as density
estimation.

• Support vector machine – classification with high dimensional data.

• Probabilistic graphical models – capturing dependency of many random vari-
ables.

• Dimensional reduction and decomposition – many redundant or mutually de-
pendent random variables with relatively small sample size.

– PCA, SVD, NNF – linear decomposition of numerical data.

– Topical models – decomposition of categorical data (such as texts).

– ICA – nonlinear decomposition of numerical data.

• Manifold learning – nonlinear approximation of high dimensional data.



Tip 6: Thou shall not confuse correlation with causation



Polio and ice cream

• Polio is one of the most devastating diseases of children before mid 20th
century.

• Epidemiologists found polio infection surged during the summer.

• Ice cream sales also peaked in the summer.

• Some drew the conclusion that eating ice cream could cause polio.

• There was a public campaign against eating ice cream to prevent polio infec-
tion.

• Source: Freakonomics, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lbODqslc4Tg.



Big data, correlation and causation

• The fallacy of confusing correlation with causation is more liable to happen
in the era of big data.

• Many confounding variables probed, unstructured data, less or no control over
collected sample.

• Need to be much more cautious about causality inference from big data.



Probing correlation from big data

• Most machine learning (and statistical) methods pertain to discover correla-
tion.

• Regression.

• Classification.

• Clustering.

• Density estimation.

• Dependency tests.



Inferring causation from big data

• The best (and probably the only affirmative) way to verify causality is through
explicit intervention vs control on randomized populations.

• Randomized trials are often expensive (e.g., biology, medicine), intractable
(e.g., economics, politics), or impossible (e.g., astronomy, evolution).

• Various statistical techniques have been developed to infer causality from pas-
sively collected data.

• Instrumental variables.

• D-separation.

• Structural equation models.

• Mediation analysis.

• Co-integration.

• Nonlinear functional forms.

• Have to be aware of their underlying assumptions.



Tip 7: Thou shall exploit the power of automation



Example 1: Robot scientist

King et al., Nature, 2004.



Example 2: Composing Bach-style music

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PczDLl92vlc

Experiments in musical intelligence, by David Cope.



Example 3: Brain-machine interface

Ifft et al., Science Translational Medicine, 2013.



What aspects of the job(s) can be automated?

• Data processing.

• Inference.

• Pattern finding and generation.

• Movements.

What aspects cannot be automated?



Tip 8: Thou shall not look for answers from the wrong data



Streetlight Effect

Lernmark, Diabetes, 2015

People are searching for something and look only where it is easiest.



Two heirs of the Macedonian empire

http://www.houseofptolemy.org/housemap.htm



Observational bias in studying the two kingdoms

• Seleucid Kingdom had more influence in the Hellenistic world but is less studied
due to the shortage of scripts.

• Ptolemy Kingdom was less influential but is intensively studied due to the
abundant papyrus.

A study of history, by Arnold Toynbee, 1934-1961.



Observational bias can be a major impediment to “big data”

• All data (including big data) are restricted to ethical, social, economic and
technological conditions.

– Web documents retrieved from keyword search are highly redundant.

– Unlabeled data are far more abundant than labeled data.

– Social interactions and influences are segregated and self-reinforced.

– Longitudinal data are highly biased toward recent collections.

– Nature (OMICs) is much more emphasized than nurture (environment).

• After correcting the observation biases big data may be no longer big.

• In science, the data driven approach is still a screening tool to identify viable
hypotheses for further verification.

• Data collection through designed experiments is still the best way to test
scientific hypotheses, yet is often expensive and time-consuming.

• Perhaps a compromise is an interative approach mixing data mining and hy-
pothesis testing.



Tip 9: Thou shall take commonsense into account



Commonsense reasoning: The ultimate frontier of artificial

intelligence?

• Judgements about the physical properties, purpose, intentions and behavior
of people and objects.

• Possible outcomes of actions and interactions.

• Very difficult since human beings inherit and learn those knowledge constantly,
and they are highly context dependent.

• Do Eliza and Siri really understand human words?



Different levels of commonsense in the models

• Domain knowledge is critical.

• Computer programs in 1950s proved all theorems in Principia Mathematica by
Whitehead and Russell.

• Robot Scientist in early 2000s inferred and tested a small metabolic network.

• AlphaGO in 2017 beat human players by learning chess playing from scratch.

• More “soft” knowledge is more difficult to formalize, thus require more inputs
from domain experts.



Tip 10: Thou shall not overlook various aspects of

computation



A brief survey of computational literacy, part 1

How many of you have

• Implemented a sort program (instead of calling the sort function)?

• Calculated the shortest distance between every pair of nodes in a graph?

• Transposed a large (say 106 × 106) matrix?

• Inverted a large (say 106 × 106) matrix?



A brief survey of computational literacy, part 2

How many of you have programming experience in

• PCs (including Linux, Windows and Mac OS)?

• Cluster servers?

• Cloud computing?

• GPUs?

• Distributed databases?

• Mobile APPs?



Computing becomes more critical as the data size grows

bigger

Statisticians tend to have profound understanding and ideas about data but less
skillful in realizing them in the big data era.

• What’s the space and time complexity of the problem?

• Are there polynomial (or linear, sublinear) time algorithms?

• If not, are there good approximation, randomized algorithms or heuristics?

• What programming languages and platforms to choose?

• How to translate your programs in a parallel and distributed environment?

• Are you willing to outsource these tasks?



Conclusion – Episteme and Techne

Heidegger’s remarks about episteme and techne:

• Episteme, in Greek term, is knowledge about the world.

• Techne has the meaning beyond instrumentality.

• It is also a mode of revealing.

• In this regard techne is not only a mean to achieve better life, but also a
process of acquiring episteme.

• Likewise poeisis (poetry) is a way of bringing forth unrevealed.

• Perhaps one should ponder about what can be revealed by the techne of AI
in data science.

The question concerning technology, by Martin Heidegger, 1954.
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Exercise: Proposing action plans for data analysis

• You’ve learned a lot about data analysis. Now it’s time to employ your skills
in solving real problems.

• We cannot really do that since real world problems typically take months or
even years to solve.

• Instead this exercise gives you a flavor about data analysis jobs in practice.

• Divide students into five teams. Each team consists of 4-6 members.

• Each team picks one designated task below.

• Team members spend one hour in discussion and come up with an “action
plan” of data analysis.

• After one hour, each team gives a 12-minutes presentation about the action
plan. Other students raise questions and comment on the plans.



What will be covered in an action plan?

• What’s the goal(s) of the project?

• What are the required data? How will you acquire those data?

• How do you control and maintain the quality of the data?

• How will you analyze the data? Which methods will you choose?

• How will you validate and justify the findings from data analysis?

• What computing infrastructure do you need?



Task 1: Mining the Taiwan Biobank data

• You are biostatisticians/bioinformaticians jointly hired by Ministry of Health
and Welfare and Academia Sinica.

• You are given a vague task of “understanding and improving the health con-
dition of Taiwanese populations using the Taiwan Biobank data”.

• The (future) Taiwan Biobank collects the genomic, transcriptomic and epige-
nomic data of 100,000 Taiwanese subjects. It also collects general health
information of those subjects, their geographic locations and basic socioeco-
nomic information.

• It is possible to link the Biobank data with other datasets such as the patients
records from Taiwan’s universal health plan. Yet you need another proposal
for passing the Institutional Review Board (IRB) review.



Task 2: Profiting from the volumous transaction records in

Alibaba

• You are in an elite data analysis team in the Alibaba Conglomerate, and have
the priviledge to access all the transaction records on the Taubau Platform.

• Your boss, Jack Ma, asks the team leader what you can do with the data to
benefit the corporate.

• The data consists of trillions of transactions records including the personal
identifications of buyers and sellers, the items and prices of the purchases,
and locations and times of those transactions.



Task 3: Making sense of the data from the Sloan Digital Sky

Survey

• You are in a team composed of dedicated astronomers, data scientists, and
amateur star watchers.

• The team has a firm conviction that important astronomical discoveries can
be drawn from publically available data.

• The Sloan Digital Sky Survey provides detailed three-dimensional maps of
the visible universe, including the images of stars, galaxies, and interstellar
materials.

• You can also access other public data of a wide range of electromagnetic wave
spectra.

• There are no issues about privacy or conflict of interests.



Task 4: Drafting the long-term global warming response plan

for New York City

• You are hired by the New York City government to draft a global warming
response plan for the Big Apple.

• NYC is deeply impacted recently by extreme meterological events (e.g., hurri-
cane Sandy, large snow storms, deadly heat waves in summer), and the Federal
government is unlikely to take actions to alleviate climate change.

• Thus, the mayor decides to act independently to “plan for the worst” in
response to global warming.

• The goal of the team is to assess the impacts of climate change in all aspects
of the city, and proposes proper plans to alleviate those impacts.

• The government provides full support for access of all public data (at federal,
state and municipal levels) and purchases for necessary private data. You may
also propose plans to collect additional data.



Task 5: Alleviating poverty in African countries

• You are in a joint team sponsored by World Bank, African Development Bank,
and private foundations for a special task force of poverty alleviation in African
countries.

• The top-100 billionaires in the world decide to jointly donate 10 billion USD
to engage a “war on poverty” in Africa. WB and ADB decide to match up.

• The goal of the project is to drastically reduce (or eliminate) the poor popu-
lation in African countries.

• 20 billion USD is a lot but not sufficient to boost everyone’s income level
above the poverty line.

• Your team has to inform the committee how to spend the money to optimize
the outcome.

• The committee provides full support for access of all public data and purchases
for necessary private data. You may also propose plans to collect additional
data.
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